
Father’s Day Treasure HuntFather’s Day Treasure HuntFather’s Day Treasure HuntFather’s Day Treasure Hunt    
The full set of clues can be found below – NOW WITH PICTURES! Each should enable you to retrieve a 

number from a South Herefordshire location. For full instructions, please visit 

www.daysoutwithdad.org.uk/fathersday. 

PLEASE NOTE… On one of our flyers for this event, there was a misprint. Please note that the treasure is 

NOT buried. It is simply hidden at ground level. STRICTLY NO DIGGING PLEASE! 

Also (would you believe it?) the “dilapidated structure” has now been dismantled. However, its 

“western wall” still remains and the treasure is hidden at the base of its western side. You can now 

park where the structure once stood, and can still see it on http://maps.google.com (satellite view) 

Clue 1Clue 1Clue 1Clue 1    

It’s a hard life they led 

On timbers that came to nil 

All they heard was radio gaga 

Way up on the hill 

We were the champions of the world 

A kind of magic is there still. 

Play the game, get in shape  

And take sides (less three) before you go slightly mad! 

Clue 2Clue 2Clue 2Clue 2    

It happens in this millennium 

Green grass grows everywhere 

And in the last millennium 

A steadfast girl played there. 

Take shape of seating arrangements under the conker tree 

And take sides. 

Clue 3Clue 3Clue 3Clue 3    

Once only whites 

In this colourful place 

Which wasn’t for dads 

In any case. 

Plastered by habit 

Yet still intact 

Say your prayers 

And perhaps you’ll extract 

A bead or a rosary? 

Take the windows on the North-West-facing wall. 



 

Clue 4Clue 4Clue 4Clue 4    

Easily spotted by its trees, 

A host to an annual fest of high knees 

And a bit of a fiddle 

Though not in the middle 

This place a monarch should please. 

Should this one really be allowed? Well, partly at least. 

Take the last digit of the year of planting. 

Clue 5Clue 5Clue 5Clue 5    

My mother she adopted me 

And fed me milk at first 

Udders good, whole cow better 

Drank waters for my thirst. 

Sadly now I’m dead and gone 

Proud stories capture me 

Even so, I leant my name 

To that which now is free. 

Take the month (less two) in which the local school buildings were opened. 

Clue Clue Clue Clue 6666    

In a land of precious metal 

A lowly village could 

Aspire to greater heights 

With neither lead nor wood. 

Remember those who died nearby 

And take the last digit of the year in which the porch was built. UPDATE!! … 

And take the last digit of the year of the event which the porch was erected to commemorate. 

ClueClueClueClue    7777    

A girl names a house in a place that’s not little 

Where a boy grew up who received no acquittal 

What she may lack in a skip and a jump 

She cannot take from a nearby pump 

If she takes too much then woe betide her 

But if pressed she’ll admit it feels good inside her. 

Head more to the East, think more of the West 

On this is your thinking best to rest. 

Find the church from the map 

And in the nave, take sides round the base of a lantern. 

Clue 8Clue 8Clue 8Clue 8    

Not bad a place for children to play 

Not poor were those who owned it one day 

Cleats realign – there are seams nearby 

Slighted by a woman with a reach for the sky. 

This lady has no lack of balls. 

Take the number in the layer one from the top. 


